
Naiku, Inc. Releases Quick KeyTM  

New ‘Answer Key’ feature compliments Naiku’s industry leading next generation 

assessment platform 

MINNEAPOLIS, January 14, 2013 – Naiku announced today the release of Quick Key, a new feature 

within the Naiku assessment platform.  Quick Key provides the ability for teachers to quickly use existing 

paper based quizzes and tests with Naiku.    Built on an open platform, students can respond to 

questions in Naiku through virtually any web enabled device, including tablets and smartphones. 

Quick Key allows teachers to get the full benefit of Naiku, while taking advantage of existing tests that 

they already have.  Rather than using bubble sheets, or manual grading, teachers can use define an 

answer key with Quick Key and use Naiku’s automated scoring, alignment to standards, ability to share 

common assessments and built-in student/class performance reports for informed instruction.   In 

addition to providing automated scoring of multiple choice questions with Quick Key, teachers can also 

use Yes/No, True/False, and even Constructed Response questions. 

 “With the growing adoption of 1:1 and BYOD initiatives in schools, Quick Key provides a great way for 

teachers to quickly get the benefits of electronic assessment - including immediate automated scoring, 

reporting, and teacher/student feedback tools – while using paper based tests that they already have. ” 

said Greg Wright, EVP, Sales and Marketing for Naiku.   “Quick Key is a great feature addition to Naiku, 

giving teachers a complete set of ways to define and use tests – they can create their own, search and 

share with other teachers, import from standard test file formats, and now with Quick Key use existing 

PDF or word processing format tests. ” 

About Naiku 

Naiku is devoted to improving K-12 learning by providing balanced assessment solutions on an open 

platform.  Naiku provides educators the ability to readily measure, monitor, assess, and inform feedback 

on student progress using any web enabled device through a SaaS engine.  The Naiku platform allows 

educators to create, share, import and deliver rich standards aligned quizzes and tests in any subject 

area, using graphics, multimedia clips and hyperlinks to query students with multiple item types.With 

automated scoring and built-in analysis tools, teachers can inform and differentiate instruction within 

the classroom, and data can be shared across the school and district to enhance best practices. 

Quick Key is a trademark of Naiku, Inc. 
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